PRI VOTE DECLARATION SYSTEM: DISCLAIMER

1. Providing a voluntary opportunity for PRI signatories to pre-declare their votes is intended to improve transparency in the proxy voting process and to facilitate communication among shareholders, and by submitting this form you consent to public disclosure of your voting intention in the PRI's weekly resolution alerts and on the PRI's Collaboration Platform.

2. Your vote pre-declarations are non-binding, and submitting this form does not cast a vote or confer authority on the PRI to vote on your behalf. You should vote proxies in accordance with company instructions.

3. Information on the shareholder resolutions, management proposals and votes in this database have been obtained from sources that are believed to be reliable, but the PRI does not represent that it is accurate, complete, or up-to-date, including information relating to resolutions and management proposals, other signatories’ vote pre-declarations (including voting rationales), or the current status of a resolution or proposal. You should consult companies’ proxy statements for complete information on all matters to be voted on at a meeting.

4. Users may wish to consult with counsel about the applicability of regulatory constraints or obligations in different jurisdictions, including but not limited to those arising from securities law or proxy rules with regards to solicitation or vote pre-declarations, before uploading resolutions or disclosing voting intentions on this platform.

5. PRI reserves the right to moderate submissions and reject content which might engage its responsibility or give rise to liability.